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Reminder a graph G is a set of vertices a

some of which are connected by edges
the set of edges is Eca

FEI0
A graph is plane if you can draw it in the plane
without any edges crossing each other Eg the graph
above is planar
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ED
QI Which of the following graphs are planar If not how

dosa wow
2 Do you remember the theorem that helps us decide

2 Some graph vocabulary
0 A s h of a graph is subset of rib vertices in a
subset of its edges N
which only touch
the included vertices



A graph is agu if you can reach any vertexfrom any other walking along edges
ex above

A chyle is a walk in a graph along edgeswhich gets back to its starting pointYou can also think of it as a subgraph

A connected graph that has no cycles in it
other than walking somewhere 1 straight back
is called a tree

PIE
A
discount cycle free graph

A spanningsubgraph ofG is a subgraph that includes
all of the vertices of G

FEAL



If G is a connected graph then a spanningtrey
is a spanning subgraph which is a tree

FIJA
Prove that any tree with n vertices has n 1 edges

t

Find a spawning tree for each of the graphssome
below Can you count how

many spawningtrees there are total

Ei I si i ii
a 33 I 8 24

Q5 A graph 9 has an edge which appears in every sp treeof aWhat other property does such an edge haveQE A circuit is a
cycle that does not go throughthe same vertex How many circuits are there ineach of the graphs above

The starting pt of the circuit doesn't count
nor the direction

Itanangrapho luality
Each planar graph drawn in the plane hear a

deaf planarorat



Draw the planar duals for the following
planner graphs

to k 98
QB What kind of graph is the planar dual of a treeCan you prove your answer

Q9 Suppose you draw a planar graph in the planetwo different ways Will they have the same
planar drat

t

iD
Q95 Suppose a connected graph G has an edge e so that removing emakes a fall apart to two components What kind of edge isthe dual et in the planar dual G

Draw a planar graph and choose a spanningtree Do the dual edges of the sp tree give a sp treefor the dual graph If not what set of edges doThis is called the dual tree



raw a planar graph and choose a cycleooh at the dual set of edges in thedual graph
What property does this set ofedges haveHow could you describe it

E a III amples choose

G.cyclesandcuts
A cut in a connected graph G is a set of edges
C so that if you remove C then G falls apart
to multiple connected components

A minimalcut is a cut C so that if we add
back any are edge of e then G would oncee

again be connected



012 Prove that the planar dual of a circuit
is a minimal cut

Given G and a spanning the T in a
there Ns a fundamental cycle corresponding
to each edge of a that is not in T
and a fundamental art correspondingto each edge of T Can you guesswhat they are

QL4 Prove that if G is a graph T is a sp tree
Gt is the planar dual f T't is the dual
sp hee then prove that fund cycles
for T ane fund cuts for Tt



5
somemagrcl.at

a be any graph not necessarily planar
Sp hees fund cycle fund art still makes sense

Pick a direction for each edge
we'll make a matrix describing fund cycles g fund arts

count the of shared edges

FIRE I tis c
if opposite directionu

count the
lengthof the
fund cycle

I 2 3g of coinciding edges
z I O t it same direction

F is opposite www.n

3 0 I 2

of edges in fund cut

Miradetti these two matrices always have the
same determinant

deff 9 1 8

dit 2 to Ei I nom
fo s L 2 t I fo't to I 10 2 8



Miracle This determinant is always the

of spawning trees of G

The Matrix Tree Theorem


